**Annual Meeting 2014**
25.01.2014 - Hotel InterContinental Berlin

**Defence Counsel at the International Criminal Tribunals**

**Programme:**

**Moderators:** RA, FAStrR Mike Sturm, Vice-President ICDL Germany e.V. (Dresden)
RA, FAStrR Christian Kemperdick, Vice-President ICDL Germany e.V. (Cologne)

09:30 – 09:45 h
Opening Address RA, FAStrR Jens G. Cordes, President ICDL Germany e.V. (Dortmund)

09:45 – 11:00 h
*Preliminary examinations at the ICC and Prosecutorial Strategy*
Judge at the County Court Dr. Dr. h.c. Kai Ambos, Göttingen University [English]

11:00 – 11:30 h
Coffee break

11:30 – 12:45 h
*The legacy of the ICTY: Are we more clever the next time or wiser for all times*
Colleen Rohan, Attorney at law, The Hague [English]

12:45 – 14:00
Lunch – not included in registration fee

14:00 – 15:15 h
*Criminal Defence Practice before International Ad hoc Tribunals: Experiences at the ICTY and the STL*
Eugene O’Sullivan, Attorney at Law, The Hague [English]

15:15 – 16:30 h
*The lessons to be drawn from the first ICC trial*
Catherin Mabille, Avocat, Paris [English]

16:30 – 17:00 h
Coffee Break

**Practitioner Reports**

17:00 – 18:00 h
- RA Jean Flamme (Gent): *Contempt Case - The arrest of two colleagues at the ICC*
- RA Jens Dickmann (Bonn): *Report on recent developments in cases at the ICC and the Superior Court in Düsseldorf*
- RA, FAStrR Natalie von Wistinghausen (Berlin): Report on cases regarding German International Criminal Law [All English]

19:00 – 20:00 h
Reception in the Library of the Marlene Bar at the Hotel InterContinental

20:30 h
joint Dinner (not included in registration fee)